Communication & Language
Introducing and meeting the staff in school

Friendship recipe- think about all the words that relate to friendship

Look at objects related to people in school talk about who they relate to.

Oscar and Olive Bear going home each weekend

Play instruction game
Read the story Lost and Found/Read Have you filled your bucket today? Talk about the stories.
Talk about feeling lonely, who helped, talk about why friends are important
What is friendship?
Talk about things we like
Sharing News
Understanding instructions
Songs and rhymes related to the topic
Personal, Social & Emotional Development

Do you
want to be
friends?

Mathematics

Talk about everyday jobs- think about jobs that need doing

Compare hand and foot sizes

In the classroom.

Abacus maths- making amounts/ordering numbers

Read the story Enemy Pie talk about what an enemy is and

recognising numbers

compare to what a friend is

Measuring/Capacity

Team Games
Making Friends- being kind to each other
Following instructions/following rules

Number games

Expressive Arts & Design

Understanding of the World

Hand prints using primary colours and mixing them to make other colours

People who help us- small world

Hearts- salt dough. Paint and decorate.

Explore similarities and differences between themselves and others

Music- exploring rhythm/pulse/introducing instruments/exploring different sounds

Take photos of each other

Clapping the rhythm of their names

People who help us at home- My Mum/ Superhero Dad

Colour mixing

RE-Special Days, Special Signs, Special Beliefs, Special People

Self Portraits

Smartie Penguin- work related to safety when using

Photos of the children to copy using collage materials

Technology.

People biscuits

Do you
want to be
friends?

Literacy
Friendship books

Parachute play

Read the Lion and the Mouse- Talk about feelings of the

Handwriting practice- mark making

different characters

Dough Gym/Funky fingers

Who’s who?- Talk about who helps us in school and what job they do
Write a sentence for their job.

Practice using different fasteners on clothing
PE/Activate

Read story Colin and Lee, Carrot and Pea- questions Do friends have to look the
same/Like the same things- Write about similarities and differences between them
and a friend.
Phonics- Phase 1- sounds around us/instrumental sounds Phase 2-initial
sounds/key words
News writing

Physical Development

Answering questions

Name writing

Outdoor Provision- Sand, Water, Mud kitchen, Den building, Bikes, Bats and balls

